2-in-1 Detection
Marker Peg

Location marker and watertight end cap in one

Locatable underground position at the
property line for drilling the last drop
Creates a locatable branch by
accompanying the EM-Bend

Global Manufacturer of Pre-Connectorised, Blown Fibre Cable & Ducted Network Solutions

2-in-1 Detection Marker Peg
As traceability is playing an increasingly important role in a sustainable broadband network, Emtelle
offer the EM-Marker - a 2-in-1 detection marker peg, which is not only a handy location tool, but also
serves as a watertight end cap for microducts or can even be fixed into our EM-Bend Solution.
Due to the small size and the multipurpose approach, the EM-Marker can be your perfect solution for
a quick & easy installation in small trenches.

EM-MARKER BENEFITS
At Emtelle, we know that customers want a practical and afforable location option - particularly when
branching to the boundary, when storing an overlength drop duct in the front yard or for locating the end
of a microduct route. The EM-Marker can easily be located with the use of locators (101,4 kHz) which
every installer will have as part of their tool kit.
The EM-Marker offers the following benefits:
• Serves as a watertight end cap for microducts 7 - 16mm to locate the end of a route or overlength
strorage
• Can be placed onto a branched microduct length at the property line to create a locatable
underground position for drilling the last drop with Drop Drill at a later date
• Small in size, ideal for placing in small trenches or at the property line - perfectly fits into the EMBend Manager to be able to locate the branch

IP68

15 bar pressure tight with
reducer (optional)

Combined with
EM-Bend
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